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Abstract. Cloud computing can enhance the computing capability of
mobile systems by oﬄoading. However, the communication between the
mobile device and the cloud is not free. Transmitting large data to cloud
consumes much more energy than processing data in mobile device, especially in a low bandwidth condition. Further, some processing tasks can
avoid transmitting large data between mobile device and server. Those
processing tasks (encoding, rendering) are as the compress algorithm,
which can reduce the size of raw data before it is sent to server. In this
paper, we present an energy eﬃcient task scheduling strategy (EETS)
to determine what kind of task with certain amount of data should be
chosen to be oﬄoaded under diﬀerent environment. We have evaluated
the scheduler by using an Android smartphone. The results show that
our strategy can achieve 99% of accuracy to choose the right action in
order to minimize the system energy usage.
Keywords: Mobile cloud computing, Energy-eﬃcient, Task scheduling,
Oﬄoading
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Introduction

With a rapid development of embedded systems, high speed wireless networks
and could computing, mobile devices (e.g., smartphone, tablets, wearable devices, etc.) are increasingly becoming a common stuﬀ of human daily life. We
use mobile devices to do many of our jobs that we used to do on desktop. Mobile
cloud computing technique allows those ideas to become a reality. Nonetheless,
the more mobile devices we have, the less happiness we are with the battery lifetime. This is because we are still using the traditional power supplying method
and materials.
Computing oﬄoading technique is proposed with the objective to migrate
the complex computation works from resource-limited devices to powerful machines. This avoids taking a long application execution time on mobile devices
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which results in large amount of power consumption. However, current oﬄoading
studies do not consider about the energy consumption used by data transport.
Oﬄoading mechanisms just focus on avoiding use local CPU resource in order
to save energy spent on processing. They pay limit attention on long time data
transmission problem and they consider best case scenarios: ideal high speed
networks. Unfortunately, long wireless network latencies are a fundamental obstacle [1]. Some researches [2,3] prove that it can signiﬁcantly save energy when
we minimize the use of network. For example, speech recognition utility is a
heavy processing task, it should be processed in cloud servers according the ofﬂoading scheduling algorithm [4]. While voice data is usually larger than text
data, it will take more energy to send the big data to server than to process the
recognition algorithm locally and then send the text result to server.
In this paper, we propose an energy eﬃcient task scheduling strategy (EETS)
which focuses on reducing the amount of data transmission. Our goal is to identify which kind of task is suitable for oﬄoading and which is not. To address this
problem we build an energy consumption model for each task. At last, we give
an evaluation work on a suite of Mediabench [5] programs to show the eﬃciency
of our scheduling mechanism. Our main contributions of this paper are as: 1)We
present a task allocation algorithm which is based on a task’s input/output data’s size and storage path. 2)We study the data compression that is helpful to
achieve energy saving between mobile device and cloud. 3)We give an energy
consumption model for each task. Using this model, we can calculate the energy
consuming diﬀerence between oﬄoading or not oﬄoading. We prove our model
using real data from Android phones.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work. Section 3 introduces task execution scenario. In section 4, we describe
energy consumption modeling technique for application task and explain task
scheduling algorithm. Then we carry out a performance evaluation of all considered methods in section 5. Section 6 discusses our work and future works,
whereas our conclusions are drawn in section 7.
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Related Work

Could computing can provide computing resource, and users can use these to
reduce the amounts of computation on mobile systems and save energy. Thus,
cloud computing can save energy for mobile users through computation oﬄoading [6,7]. However, to migrate large amount of data in a low-bandwidth network
will cost much more energy than local computation.
Oﬄoading [6] is a method to oﬄoad part of the computation from mobile
device to another resource rich platform. A number of recent works propose
diﬀerent methodologies to oﬄoad computation for speciﬁc applications [8,9]. In
another part, lots of works discuss on how to pre-estimate the actual gain in
terms of energy [10]. For a code complication, oﬄoading might consume more
energy than that of local processing when the size of codes is small [11].
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The research work [7] suggests a program partitioning based on the estimation of the energy consumption (communication energy and computation energy)
before the program execution. The optimal program partitioning for oﬄoading is
calculated based on the trade-oﬀ between the communication and computation
costs. To do oﬄoading in the dynamic environments, Tang et al. [12] consider
three common environmental changes: power level, connection status and bandwidth. But they just explain the suitable solutions for oﬄoading for diﬀerent
environments separately. Chun et al. [13] present a system to partition an application in dynamic environments. The proposed system follows three steps with
diﬀerent requirements related to the application structuring, the partitioning
choice, and the security. Cuervo [14] introduces an architecture to dynamically
partition an application at a runtime in three steps. However, all those works do
not consider more about the task input and output data, which may cost a lot
of energy in communication. None of the previous works related to mobile cloud
computing explicitly studies the actual input data and output data location
problem. They assume that the data comes from local and to be stored in local
device. Otherwise, we need to spend much energy on useless data transmission
work.
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Task Execution Scenario

Simple task does not take too much time to execute, so it does not need oﬄoading
[7]. Complex applications will consume more energy than the simple one. So in
this section we will classify the applications with complex computation task.
With the oﬄoading’s help, we can put the rendering work on cloud, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). After the rendering result is ready, the data will be sent back to
mobile device. The energy spent on computation part will be saved with an extra
cost of data communication. Sometimes, it is not worth to oﬄoad rendering work
from mobile client to server when the data size is big and the network bandwidth
is slow. The mobile device will keep communication with cloud servers for a long
time. For some compression like applications, we would better to do compress
work on mobile device than to do it on the cloud servers. The data size can
be reduced after it is processed. So the communication time will be saved. This
progress is shown in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1. Oﬄoading scheme
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4

Energy Eﬃcient Task Scheduler

In this section, we will talk about the energy consumption model. Our proposed
task scheduler makes following assumptions: 1) Each task can be processed on
mobile device. 2) Each task has a ﬁxed compress ratio of input data and output
data. 3) The network bandwidth between mobile device and remote cloud is
ﬁxed and stable. 4) The computational power required by a task has a liner
relationship with the processing time.
4.1

Energy Model

Energy consumption of mobile devices depends on the computation and communication loads. To explore the energy consumption of each task, we suppose the
task computation requires I instructions. The task needs to deal with D bytes
of data and will generate D′ bytes result. We use B to stand for current network
bandwidth. It will task D/B seconds to transmit and receive data. We deﬁne
our task as follows:
Deﬁnition 1. [Application Task] T (I, D, D′ ). A mobile application task T has
I instructions to be executed. The task uses D bytes input data and generates
D′ bytes output data.
The mobile system consumes Pc (watt per instruction) for computing and
Ptr (watt per second) for sending and receiving data.
If we choose to execute our task using oﬄoading, we need to send our code
and data to server, as shown in Fig. 1(b). So the total energy consumption is:
Eof f = Ptr ∗

D
B

(1)

Suppose the output data D′ is k times smaller than the original data D, we
use compress ratio k to describe the relationship between input data and output
data: (D′ = D ∗ k). In order to simplify the compression algorithm impact on
the size of output data when the size of input data is diﬀerent, we just consider
the application task with ﬁxed compression ratio. If the mobile device performs
the task, the energy consumption is:
Enonof f = Pc ∗ I + Ptr

D′
B

(2)

Deﬁnition 2. [Energy saving value S] The amount of energy that can be saved,
when the task chooses to do oﬄoading.
The amount of energy saved is:
S = Eof f − Enonof f
D
D′
D
D∗k
= Ptr ∗
− Pc ∗ I − Ptr ∗
= Ptr ∗
− Pc ∗ I − Ptr ∗
B
B
B
B
D
= Ptr ∗ (1 − k) − Pc ∗ I
B

(3)

(4)
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If oﬄoading use less energy to ﬁnish a task than non-oﬄoading, this formula
produces a negative result: S < 0. It’s better to choose oﬄoading. When we try
to transmit large amount of data D for a compression task (k < 1), Eq. ( 3) will
be positive. It means that it is better to execute the task locally.
4.2

Execution Model

It is a big advantage to do oﬄoading in cloud environment, if a task has to
download a large number of data from remote servers. In the previous studies,
researchers focus on determining whether to oﬄoad computation by predicting
the relationships among the three factors: network bandwidth B, the amount of
processing instructions I and the amount of data to be transmitted D. However,
there is a fundamental assumption underling this analysis: the server does not
already contain the input data and all the data must be sent to the server to do
oﬄoading. The mobile client has to oﬄoad the program code and data to the
server. Now, cloud computing changes this assumption. Many mobile devices
have cloud storage service. Oﬄoading can use the data stored in the cloud.
This will signiﬁcantly reduce the energy consumption on data transmission. The
execution workﬂow is shown in Fig. 2. The input ﬁle of an application could come
from local ﬁles or remote storage service. The execution code is only on mobile
device. Then, we can choose to oﬄoad computation task to virtual machine
or run locally in mobile device. How to store the output result data of the
application is depended by user settings.

Mobile Client

Server Client

Cloud Storage

Processing
/RFDO
ILOHV
(&

Cloud VMs

Fig. 2. Execution workﬂow of a mobile application

The detail of each possible workﬂow is listed in Fig. 3. The computing code is
only stored in local mobile device. Compare with oﬄoading and non-oﬄoading
mechanism, the main diﬀerence is processing code in cloud or in mobile device.
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Fig. 3. Execution mode for diﬀerent input/output situation

There are 8 executing mode depending on where we get the input data and where
we store the output data. In the next section, we will present a cost model for
how much energy can be saved for the same input and same output situation.
4.3

The Cost Graph

In this section, we will consider the energy consumption cost for each situation
shown in Fig. 3. We use the energy consumption model in section 4.1 to describe
the power spent on computation part and data transmission part.
Fig. 4 shows the cost map of data communication with diﬀerent data storage.
Task is executed on the mobile device while the other shown task runs on the
cloud server after oﬄoading. The input data of task could be Dm in the local
mobile device or Ds from cloud storage service. As the instruction code is usually
smaller than the data, the cost of transmitting code could be ignored. The cost of
transmitting the input data is described as Di,j (i, j ∈ m, s). After the execution,
′
the result data, Dj,l
(j, l ∈ m, s), needs to be transported to the target place. As
we process the same code in mobile device and VM, it will generate the same
result. The size of data ﬁle should be the same.
Based on above discussion, we calculate the energy consumption for each
suitable shown in Fig. 3. The data stored in mobile device and in cloud are
the same. So we have Dm = Ds . The cost of transport data from mobile to
cloud and from cloud to mobile are the same, Dms = Dsm . The data transport
within the mobile device cost nothing, Dmm = 0. The data does transport from
storage datacenter to virtual machine (VM) also do not cost energy consumption
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Fig. 4. Graph based cost map of data communication for oﬄoading and non-oﬄoading

in mobile device, Dss = 0. For the output data, which does not need to be
transported to another place, it will not consume the energy on mobile device.
′
′
So we have Dmm
= Dss
. As the result computed by the VM is the same data
have computed in the mobile, the data exchange between mobile and server is
′
′
.
= Dms
equal: Dms
Table 1. The energy saved S for diﬀerent storage place

PP
PP Input
Output PPP

Local(j = m)

Cloud(j = s)

ms
ms
− Pc ∗ I Ptr ∗ (1 − k) DB
− Pc ∗ I
Local(i = m) Ptr ∗ (1 + k) DB
ms
ms
Cloud(i = s) Ptr ∗ (k − 1) DB
− Pc ∗ I Ptr ∗ (−1 − k) DB
− Pc ∗ I

Following the energy saving computation model in Eq. (4), we calculate the
amount of energy saving for the 8 situations described in Fig. 3. Table 1 presents
the diﬀerent energy saving results according to the place data stored. If the
energy is saved, the formula should be negative. Table 1 shows that:
1. Input data comes from local and output data to be stored in local.
Oﬄoading could take a great advantage in saving energy when computation
work consumes more power than data communication. Otherwise, we should
not choose oﬄoading.
2. Input data comes from local and output data to be stored in cloud.
Oﬄoading can save lots of energy when the task compression ratio is above
1. It means that when the output data is larger than the input one, we should
choose oﬄoading. When the compression ratio is below 1, it also depends on
the amount of data to be transmitted, network bandwidth and the amount
of processing time.
3. Input data comes from cloud and output data to be stored in local.
It is a little diﬀerent with above situation. The oﬄoading can save energy
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Procedure Task_Scheduler
Input: (1) costgraph (2) task_profile
Output: offloading decision for each task
Procedure:
I, D, k, input_path, output_path
Procedure Scheduler(task_profile)
...
If the task can be processed
if input_path is local
if output_path is local
use costgraph evaluate energy saved value S
if S>0
return False
else
return True
else
use costgraph evaluate energy saved value S
if S>0
return False
else
return True
else
...

Fig. 5. Cost graph based task scheduling algorithm

when the compression ratio is below 1. When the task compression ratio is
above 1, it is more valuable to do oﬄoading when computation part uses
more energy than data transmission.
4. Input data comes from cloud and output data to be stored in cloud.
In this situation, it should always choose to do oﬄoading that can save large
amount of energy.

4.4

Task Scheduling Strategy

In this section, we will present a cost graph based task scheduling algorithm
for saving energy on mobile devices. The scheduling algorithm, as shown in
Fig. 5, will decide whether the task should be processed locally or oﬄoading. If
the answer is true then the task is placed in the scheduling queue. Otherwise,
the task will be executed locally. Part of the algorithm is presented as produce
T ask Scheduler in Fig. 5, which uses cost-graph and task proﬁle as input data.
The scheduling algorithm will be executed before each task. After check if current
task is suitable for oﬄoading, the scheduler will decide where to process the task.
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5

Experiments Results

Our experiments are based on an Android-based platform device. In this section
we describe the experiment setup, and performance evaluation results of all
execution models as shown in Fig. 3. As processing time is also an important
consideration for the use, there is a tradeoﬀ between performance and energy
consumption. In our paper, we only focus on energy issues on smartphone.
5.1

Experiments Setup

In the experiments, we assume that the WiFi network is always connected. In
addition, we use dropbox [15] as our cloud data storage service. The software
clones is running on virtual machines supplied by Amazon EC2 [16] platform.
We use ”Google Nexus One” as our test-device. Before each test program, the
device will be continued charging for 2 hours after it is fully charged. The Android
OS is restored to the factory settings to start a new test in order to make sure
that there is only one test program installed. We use the percentage changes of
the battery to show how much energy is used by the program.
5.2

Performance Evaluation

We implement our algorithm in Java and C using Android NDK. The task
scheduler and data transmission parts use Java and the computation part uses
C. To obtain a preliminary evaluation of the eﬀectiveness of our method, we
manually apply our algorithm to a suite of Mediabench [5] programs.
Test Programs. We select 9 execution models: h264edc, h264dec, cjpeg,
djpeg, rawcaudio, rawdaudio, ghostscript, mpeg2encode, and mpeg2decod. The
processing time for the application is measured at mobile device. Our task
scheduling algorithm will determine determine to do oﬄoading according to current data ﬁle size, data path, compression ratio and bandwidth.
In our performance studies, we will compare our method with oﬄoading and
non-oﬄoading as described in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).
Test Measurement. By applying our algorithm to the 9 programs, we ﬁnd
that 6 of those 9 programs can get better energy saving by oﬄoading. We evaluate
our programs for four diﬀerent groups which has diﬀerent path of input data
and output data. Then, we arrange each of our programs to do oﬄoading and
execute locally. After that, we use our proposed task scheduling algorithm to
determine whether to do oﬄoading. For each processing step, we record how
much energy used before task ﬁnished. In Android mobile, we use how much
percentage changes after the phone is fully charged. There is no other application
running on the mobile device except system applications.
We use dropbox [15] as our cloud storage service, which has 100kbps network
bandwidth. From Fig. 6(a), the oﬄoading uses much more energy when the data
is stored on mobile devices. The x-axis lists the test programs. The y-axis tells us
how much percentage of energy used on test-phone to archive diﬀerent programs.
From Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c), the complex application will cost lots of energy
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when they are running on mobile device. It is better to do oﬄoading. When we
use the cloud data, we would use oﬄoading to save our energy, which is shown
in Fig. 6(d). As we can see from those ﬁgures, the proposed method also uses
the minimum energy consumption to achieve the work.
For the case: ”input=mobile&output=mobile”, the data does not need to
be transmitted to the server, so our proposed strategy (EETS) performs like
non-oﬄoading case, as shown in Fig. 6(a). H264 and MPEG are complex video
encoding/decoding algorithms, they always use the most energy on smartphone.
Those algorithms need to encode/decode each frame in a video. So they will use
more energy than the jpeg algorithms. When those methods run on remote server, the smartphone only spends energy on data communication. EETS chooses
the right strategy to schedule the data. Fig. 6(b), Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) are the
some situations.
Eﬃciency Analysis. Based on the experimental results, we can conclude
how eﬃcient of our algorithm. First, we will try to ﬁnd which one costs the minimum energy consumption to execute the task. We use a minimum function to calculate the smaller value between oﬄoading and non-oﬄoading: min(percentage
of oﬄoading, percentage of nonoﬄoading). Then we compare the minimum value with the proposed task scheduling method. The accuracy of our proposed
schemer is above 99% in average, which means our scheduling algorithm eﬃciently choose the best solution to allocate the tasks.
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Discussion and Future Work

The proposed task scheduler is limited in some respects by it initially setups.
It needs to collect the proﬁle information of each task at the beginning. After
learned the compression ratio and processing time, the scheduler can deal with
new tasks. To solve this problem, we need to try some test programs to collect
execution information or learn from system record after the task executed once.
The framework presented in this paper does not consider the power consumption on idle time waiting for task result and disk usage. While the task
dose not execute for a long time, we think the power consumption is as same as
the normal usage. The power consumption on disk usage is related to the type
of storage device. HDD device uses much more energy than ﬂash storage device.
We plan to add this impact to our determine strategy in our future works.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel energy aware dynamic task allocation strategy over mobile cloud computing environment. This scheme introduces a cost
graph to determine oﬄoading the work or not. The evaluation work shows that,
our strategy can eﬃciently choose to oﬄoad or not on mobile device with 99%
accuracy. The energy consumption on mobile device is controlled in minimum.
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